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EDITORIAL
As this term comes to an end we look back upon the myriad events that have taken place recently
and offer our reflections on them. From the various scams across the world to the much talked
about Bitcoin we bring to you a slice of the business world. The Thums Up bottle has a history and
Netflix a purpose beyond entertainment are things we don’t generally think about. ‘The Thrift’ is
not limited to strict business and also includes articles on psychological effects of advertising along
with updates on the latest technology as far as social media is concerned. In this edition, we have
tried our best to debunk the monotonous monetary terms and good old textbook knowledge in order
to satisfy the curiosity of our readers. Having put together various ingredients which make up the
different realms of the business world we wish to widen the horizons of our readers’ limited
understanding of commerce.
In every task we undertake, there is a sense of business involved and thus the practicality of it is undeniable. Through ‘The Thrift’, we hope to explain certain questions which seem so obvious but remain unasked. For those who prefer to stay aloof from the world of commerce due to the clichéd
notion that limit its meaning to shares and markets, we have strived to simplify the complexity of
this world around us. The beginning of trade was a miracle and working on it we have come a long
way.
To Simplifying Miracles!
Editors-in-Chief,
Anshika Singh and Navya Mohan
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THE CELEBRITY EFFECT
In the 21st century, if a producer is asked to name one factor that can guarantee the
sale of his products, chances are, he will answer Kylie Jenner.
While traditional factors such as advertising, price and convenience continue to
hold their relevance in the market, an unexpected factor that has proven to be
among the most impactful in the market is the use of celebrities. Be it through
formal celebrity endorsements or through a casual Instagram post or tweet, celebrities have proven that they can influence the market in a significant way.
Recently, the popular reality TV star, Kylie Jenner tweeted to her 26.6 million followers, expressing her opinion against snapchat. Jenner’s huge social influences backfired for the company
and caused the app to loose over a billion dollars. Of course, there were other factors that contributed to
Snapchat’s downfall but most experts agree that Jenner’s tweet played a significant role.
The fact that celebrities have a huge effect on the audience is well known and companies have been using that
to their advantage ever since the 1970s when the word ‘brand’ itself was not coined. The first instance of a
celebrity endorsement can be traced to when a tea set created for Queen Charlotte and became an extremely
popular item and came to be known as Queensware.
Interestingly, even the mention of a product by someone who is not even a celebrity gives the product a sales
boost. Former President of the United States, Barak Obama, when videotaped singing a line from Al Green’s
song ‘Let’s Stay Together’ lead to a 490% increase in the sale of the song.
Celebrities impact the market in a way that is unique to them. As impactful as the presence of influencers is,
it still remains as just a slice of a multi-channel approach in order to maximize impact on the people of a
particular brand.
Rishika Singh (SC B)

NETFLIX TAGGERS
Majority of us spend hours watching Netflix and scrolling endlessly past the unlimited movies
and TV shows but do we get paid for this?
Imagine getting paid for watching Netflix and literally
living every teenager’s fantasy.
The basic job of a “tagger” is to watch movies and TV
shows ranging from your ever favorite Harvey Specter
starring in Suits to the various international documentaries, and to categorize or “tag” these
based on their characteristics. The tags help Netflix suggest additional shows to viewers based on
their viewing history. It usually takes an hour after watching the title to complete the tagging process – which involves selecting certain descriptors in a spreadsheet-style online tool. Taggers
usually need to work 15 hours a week and hitting the deadline from the cozy confines of your
house is very important as heavy competition is expected.
Tagging helps the company in organizing their ever changing catalogue and bringing about even
more accurate recommendations for the viewers and also making the search functions more precise. The role of a tagger is mainly ideal for those with a background in film or film history, or
those with filmmaking experience.
Reed Hastings, CEO of Netflix recently stated “It’s a job that’s good enough that they want to stay
doing it for a long time.” Being a tagger comes with its pros and cons, more of pros to be honest.
The popularity of this profession has grown ever since and continues to enthrall the worldwide
audience.
Navya Mohan (SC C)
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THE TWO BIT ON BITCOIN
Closing at about $ 19,000 in 2017, Bitcoin is by far the most popular cryptocurrency the world has seen
till date. Founded by an unidentified Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009, Bitcoin’s operation by a decentralized
authority serves as its major USP. Bitcoin is a virtual currency using public and private keys wherein a
public key is comparable to a bank account number and a private key to a PIN. These keys are basically
personalized codes that are created by using mathematical encryption algorithms. Bitcoin eliminates the
use of a centralized authority like that of a bank, reducing the number of parties in a transaction. This is
done by using the blockchain system which may have been popularized by Bitcoin itself but can be used in
multiple ways. It is a public ledger where all transactions taking place in the network
are listed down. A portion of this ledger is called a block and theses recurring blocks
form the blockchain system.
The value of Bitcoin fluctuates depending on the law of demand and supply, but the real
question is how does one earn bitcoins in the first place? Any individual entity on the
network is called a miner who maintains his own ledger (containing all transactions on
the network) and since there is no centralized authority the transaction in each miner’s ledger needs to be
verified. For this purpose an encryption is to be obtained at the end of each block. If the code obtained
matches for that particular block of all miners then that shows that the recording in each block is correct.
In order to obtain this encryption, simply speaking, one needs to perform the tedious task of solving a
difficult puzzle. The first person to solve the puzzle and obtain the correct encryption is awarded new
units of a bitcoin and the miners move to the next block. Bitcoin can be divided upto 8 decimal places the
smallest being Satoshi.
Though Bitcoin may seem profitable on the outside, investing in bitcoins is accompanied with a whole lot
of risks. Several governments have put bans or restrictions on Bitcoin as it provides ease of money laundering and has a great scope for scammers. Bitcoin is being appreciated for its innovation all over the
world but its future may not be that bright considering the lack of confidence of investors and
governments.
Anshika Singh (SC A)

TOTAL’LY MAGICAL
India has a population of 1.3 billion with about 200 million data users .However, a massive gap exists between those who have cell
phones and those who use data. This is because many challenges still
remain in our country to bring the remaining people online.
To conquer this gap, Hike knew they had to bring about a radical
change. And they did. In January 2018, they announced a new brand
product called ‘Total, built by Hike’.
Total was built by Hike to let users access essential services such as messaging , News , Recharge and
more even without the active data connection and paves the way for them to get on data by providing
packs as low as Rs.1 per day.
Everyone must be wondering how Total works. It may sound like magic , but the underlying technology behind the fancy User Interface , Hike Total is built on top of USSD (Unstructured Supplementary Service Data) , a communication protocol supported by nearly all GSM phones that’s been used
by operators to deliver all kinds of services for nearly as long as mobile phones have been around. If
you’ve ever dialed a code like *121# to check your prepaid balance, you have used USSD codes.
However, since it’s a custom version of Android, you will need to buy a smartphone that comes preloaded with Hike Total to be able to enjoy its benefits.
-Naina Rastogi ( Pre SC B)
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BUSINESS IN SPACE
The private sector is making its way out of the atmosphere as companies take on the tasks of launching
astronauts and satellites, building space hotels and yes, even going to Mars. But can the space business
be a profitable endeavor or is it just an exciting way for billionaires to live their fantasies?
A Houston based company ‘Orion Span’ plans to open the “first luxury space
hotel” by late 2021. Orion Span’s ‘Aurora Station’ will be a luxurious pillshaped space hotel where you will have the privilege of spending twelve days
with five other people (including two crew members) in the middle of nowhere.
For just $9.5 million , you get a week-and-a-half long trip where you’ll have
spectacular views of two things: the Earth and the chilling midnight black of
unexplored cosmos. When that gets old (probably after about a day!) you’ll be
able to spend the next eleven days poking around the rest of the cabin, which measures about 43 feet
long by 14 feet wide. Guests will also get the chance to participate in research experiments like growing
edible plants and livestream with people back home via high speed wireless internet.
The founder Frank Bunger told Bloomberg: “We want to get people into space because it’s the last frontier of our civilization.” With all the chaos going on here on earth perhaps going into space could be
checked off your bucket list for much-deserved cosmic calm!

BIZARRE BUSINESSES THAT WE DIDN’T KNOW EXISTED
Services and products for just about anything exist nowadays. You never know what random or unconventional business idea is going to take off and resonate with people – and some are more
bizarre than others. Here are some of the strangest businesses you did not know existed:
The Beerbelly:
The Beerbelly brings freedom to the beverage! The Beerbelly sells products that help you
creatively hide alcoholic beverages, like a flask disguised as a hairbrush and a pouch for
holding liquor that conveniently goes around your torso. Some other products are available on the official website as well, like a flask that looks like a bottle of sunscreen. Now
you can drink your favorite beverage at the movies, ball-game, concerts, whichever place
you like.
Dirty Rotten Flowers:
If you have a good sense of humor and want to shock your enemies with something unusual, Dirty Rotten
Flowers is for you. This business sends bouquets of dead, rotting flowers to your not-so-loved ones. This is
just the best legal way of showing your pure and overflowing hatred for your nemesis without having to
resort to extortion or assassination. “Revenge is best served florally”, is their tagline and they do not fail to
live up to it.
Maker of Wearable Human Remains:
Leaving the remains of one’s loved one in urns and letting them gather dust is not something Michele
Palenik approves of. This lady is the owner of Purple Cloud Studio, an art glass studio situated in Land
O' Lakes, that creates custom keepsakes using the ashes of beloved family members and pets. She also
creates ash-free pieces using recycled pieces of antique glass scavenged from shipwrecks. It may be a business that earns $62000 per annum but employs only one person.
Compiled by -Jahnvi Raj Singh ( SC A)
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THE GUPTA SCAM
Recently South Africa’s President Jacob Zuma was asked to step down by his party the African National Congress. This resignation was followed by the allegations of Zuma having a corrupt relationship
with the members of the Indian born Gupta family and even letting them interfere in ministerial appointments.
The three Gupta brothers relocated to South Africa and set up the family
business Sahara Computers which now has a turnover of about 200 million rand. The relationship between them and Zuma can be seen blossoming since the day they met at one of Sahara’s annual functions.
Bongi Ngema Zuma, one of the former President’s wife used to work with
the Gupta’s as a communication officer. The family reportedly paid for her 3.8 million Pretoria mansion. Even his daughter, Duduzile and son, Dudzane have worked with the company at some point of
time and later resigned. The family has been wielding enormous political influence with instances of
offering ministerial appointments and promotion to the deputy finance minister Jonas in the presence
of the President in exchange for favours. They have even been accused of involvement in the firing of
finance minister Gordhan who accused them of being involved in suspicious transactions worth
$400m.
These ties were revealed in May 2017 with leaked emails showing alleged ties between the government
and the family. Later a preservation order by the high court showed that millions worth of public money which was to be used for the small poor farmers was deposited into Atul Gupta’s account. Although
both sides deny any wrongdoing but these allegations have led to the involuntary resignation of Mr.
Zuma and has got the Indian born family into controversies.
Rishita Khandelwal ( SC C)

THE PSYCHE BEHIND ADS
The vast majority of marketers aren’t psychologists. But many successful marketers regularly use psychology to appeal to consumers.
When we turn on the television we see smiling faces on television
trying to sell us soup, toothpaste, candy, politicians and the other
hundred products available in the market. We usually think that advertising functions mostly to tell us about the uses of a product but it
does a lot more than that for instance a particular face wash might
advertise that it is better than its competitors, that it smells good, and
leaves your face feeling fresh.
However, ads also do other things. They take a product and to put it next to things that we already like or
make us happy. For example, an ad for face wash may have fresh flowers, friends, and attractive music in
it. All of these things make us feel pretty good about ourselves which make us feel us good about the products . This transfer of our feelings from one set of items to another is called ‘affective conditioning.’
The problem is that we don’t realise that we are allowing advertisers to have access to our mental world.
It makes you think about your flaws and instantly provides a solution to correct it. It also emotionally
excites your thoughts. or example in a baby product ad they show if you don’t use their product you are
harming your own baby and in turn make you think that you are not taking care of your child properly.
So the next time you see an advertisement you know exactly what it is doing to you.
-Stuti Rai (SC A)
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DECONSTRUCTING

G THE PNB SCAM

PRODUCTION HELL?
We think of smart cars and the first name that comes to our mind is Tesla. They started producing electric
cars about six years ago at their plant in Fremont, California, making a futuristic dream come true. But as
we know some dreams turn into a nightmares. Well Tesla’s chief executive Elon Musk learnt that the hard
way. Tesla had started with a small production number but bumped
that number to 100,000 last year. These numbers were easy for Elon
Musk to handle. However once he tried to triple that number the quixotic dream turned to a living hell for him and the company.
Even though the “production hell” was expected due to the drastic
change in the production numbers, it was an unwanted setback to the
company’s growth. A year along and Musk has yet to surface the hell but
he has begun in the right path of change. The increase in production will come as a relief to those patient
Tesla enthusiasts on the waiting list though, as will news that the boss has taken over direct control of production. Though, these were positive improvements Tesla has other problems to deal with. Sometime ago,
Musk confirmed that a Model X car was involved in a fatal crash which at the time was running the semiautonomous Autopilot system at the time of collision. This accident drew the attention of Federal investigators. And it issued its largest recall to date, warning about 123,000 Model S drivers that their car's power
steering might fail and cause an accident.
However Tesla’s current priority is the production of the model 3. Even if Tesla meets its 5,000 Model 3s a
week target by this year, the waiting list to actually buy the car is several years long. In Musk’s words comparing production hell to Dante Allegeri’s Inferno and the nine levels of Hell,” Let’s say Level 9 is the
worst,” Musk said. “We were in Level 9, now we’re in Level 8, and I think we’re close to exiting Level 8. I
thought we’d probably be more like in Level 7 by now.”
-Mohini Chandra (SC C)

A START TO A MARATHON
Snapchat , Flipkart , Paytm and Ola what do they all have in common – creators with new concepts addressing the local problems , varied knowledge of the untapped market and the purpose of satisfying the
need of the masses . Startups are new business ideas or concepts for products that people often don’t know
they need. They are an investment into the future as they encourage the youth to implement their ideas
and contribute to the growth of the economy. Startup companies are the
most dynamic economic organizations on the market, since they provide additional dynamics and competitiveness to any economic system.
India needs 10 million jobs a year and reports show that since 1977 startups
create 3 million jobs annually and unlike established companies do so without any job destruction. On the contrary established industries have suffered
net job losses during economic recessions unlike the startups which experience steady growth and create more jobs than they lose. The key criteria for
the investors is whether the concept addresses a large market or not . The current government, has understood the importance of startups for employment and economic growth and has launched 'The Start-up
India, Stand up India mission'.
India is a home to almost 3100 startups starting per year just behind the US, UK, and Israel and if the
growth continues at the same pace then it is expected that Indian tech startups may generate almost 2.5
lakh jobs in the next five years. It is anticipated that by 2020 India will be a home to 112 million working
population as compared to that of 94 million workers of China despite a perception that the ecosystem in
the country has slowed down in the last year.
-Anurati Grag (Pre SC B)
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BANKING ON SWIFT
SWIFT, or the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, is the world’s largest electronic payment messaging system. SWIFT is just a bank-to-bank messaging system which supplies a standardized
language that institutions use to communicate payment instructions and other information to each other. Today, SWIFT’s services are used and trusted by more than 11,000 financial institutions sending more than 25
million messages per day in more than 200 countries and territories around the world. For Example- A coffee
retailer in London can send money to the coffee vendor in Colombia by providing the
right account number and corresponding bank SWIFT code. SWIFT sends a message
code to release the funds from the retailer’s account in London and to be received in
the vendor’s account.
Business to business wire transfers through banks have always been slow and costly
despite technological advances which have seen other areas in the payments industry
progress. In today’s digital world, when you make a cross-border payment you expect
the service to be delivered at the touch of a button. Today, SWIFT GPI or Global Payment Innovation is transforming the cross-border payment experience entirely by enabling you to credit your end beneficiary in minutes or even seconds, allowing you to track your payment
from end-to-end, like a parcel. In effect, the first phase of SWIFT GPI seeks to provide faster payments by
making transferred funds available provided they are transferred before SWIFT’s cut-off point. It uses realtime tracking, end-to-end view of payments and enables you to know when the payment has reached its destination. The second phase will feature the immediate stopping of a payment, the idea is to give banks
more control over cases of fraud or duplicate payments by allowing building in the ability of cancelling a payment anywhere in the payment chain.
The SWIFT Global Payments Innovation or GPI is the largest change in cross-border payments over the last
30 years and is the new standard. Hundreds of thousands of cross-border payments are today being sent using the new GPI standard, and payments are made quickly, typically within minutes, even seconds. It is set to
be the standard for all cross-border payments made on the SWIFT network by the end of 2020.
With wider adoption of SWIFT GPI, it may become the norm for international remittance, rather than the exception.
-Lakshita Agarwal ( SC C)

THE FODDER SCAM
Lalu Prasad Yadav the (erstwhile) indomitable leader of the Rashtriya Janta Dal (RJD) seems to have
bitten off more than he can chew with the all-too-famous Fodder Scam.
The scam that spiraled into a multi-million scandal began with the small scale
falsification of transactions related to syphoning of government funds in the
name of buying livestock and supplying fodder. Basically, in the name of nonexistent livestock, thousands and thousands of rupees worth of fake bills were
made out to be paid to suppliers for fodder, medicines and animal husbandry
equipment.
It started when TN Chaturvedi, the then comptroller and auditor general of India, found something
amiss when he noticed that the Bihar treasury inevitably submitted their monthly accounts later than
the due date. In 1996 there was a raid at AHD and documents confirming illegal withdrawals were discovered. Lalu was convicted alongside Mishra and 45 others for being involved in the withdrawal of 377
million from the Chaibasa Treasury in 2013 and disqualified as a Lok Sabha member and debarred from
contesting elections in one of the six cases levied against him.
In the second case, CBI court convicted Lalu in January 2018 followed by the third case when Mishra
was also convicted alongside Lalu. Both were awarded an additional 5 years in jail and fined 1 million.
In March 2018, Lalu Prasad was sentenced, in the fourth fodder scam, to 14 years in jail and fined 6 million. This is by far the severest sentence doled out to the 69 year old RJD chief so far.
-Tanya Garg ( Pre SC A)
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THUNDER INSIDE A BOTTLE
Thums up , a carbonated beverage brand owned by Coca Cola Co. ,is the largest cola brand in India .
With Rs.5000 crore in annual sales , the company said that it is aiming to increase to $1 billion ( about
Rs. 6500 crore ) in two years . But coke has a complicated history
with Thums up .
It was launched by Parle Agro , a Mumbai based consumer goods
company ,in 1977. The same year Coke and Pepsi pulled out of
India after the government introduced new foreign ownership
rules that would have forced them to sell 60% of their business to
local partners . Parle Agro promptly launched a coke alternative –
though with “an orange base and more fizz” .
In 1993 , when Coca Cola returned to India , Thums up had about
85% of the market . Parle was catered by 62 bottlers across India , out of which Parle owned only 4
bottlers while the rest (58 bottlers ) were owned by franchises . Due to Ramesh Chauhan’s ( owner of
Parle) attitude they preferred working for foreign brands like coke .This made it easy for Coca Cola to
switch Parle’s top bottlers to Coca Cola. Chauhan saw no point in fighting with a multinational like
Coca Cola. Although unwillingly, he decided to sell these brands to Coca Cola. In the first few years of
owning the brand Coca Cola tried it’s best to kill Thums up . They immediately reduced the advertisement of Thums up .
At this time Coca Cola was the leader all over the world but in India it was trailing behind Pepsi. . This
was partly because Pepsi was betting big on cricket and Bollywood for marketing . In 1996 ,Coca Cola spent lots of money and finally defeated Pepsi by
becoming the official sponsor of the 1996 Cricket World Cup . Pepsi turned
this defeat to its advantage by creating a new campaign called “Nothing
Official About It “ .The campaign implied that nobody cares about which is
the official drink because everyone wants only Pepsi .In the absence of
Thums up most of its fans switched to Pepsi , due to Pepsi’s aggressive marketing .That year when Coca Cola realized that by killing Thums up they
were giving a significant marketshare to Pepsi . Before it was too late, Coca Cola decided to revive
Thums up in 1997 and the drink returned with a thunder .
Thums up is going to become the first Indian beverage to be a $ 1 billion brand .
The journey of this beverage brand shows that it truly is thunder inside a bottle .
-Shreshtvi Havelia (Pre SC C)
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A RELIABLE RELATIONSHIP
For the past decade, DVD revenue has been shrinking rather quickly, due to improved technology. The industry is hoping that the new kid on the block, Video On
Demand (VOD) can fill this shortage.
The biggest player in the VOD market today is Netflix. It began in
1997 as a mail-based DVD rental service with a seed investment of 2.5 million dollars from one of its co-founders’ Reed Hastings. Today Netflix has become a giant
VOD with about 120 million subscribers worldwide and generates about 5 billion dollars per year.
Recently, Netflix is said to be in talks with Reliance Jio for a partnership in India that could leverage the
former’s market penetration.
The broad contours of this deal will range from Netflix giving its entire catalogue to Jio and charge a royalty fee or to give selected content that would appeal more to Indian viewers. Netflix and Jio seemed to
be interested in content production and distribution partnership. Jio is an obvious partner for Netflix
and most apt since this Mukesh Ambani-promoted telco has undoubtedly been the biggest reason for
affordable wireless internet connections in India and has given rise to wide adoption of 4G services and
data consumption at a low cost and reaches out to millions of Indians in the remotest of areas.
Today, Netflix has become a giant industry with over a lakh employee, 120 million subscribers and an
economy of about 5 billion dollars.
- Manya Kheria (Pre SC B )

OLA’S SUPREMACY
Over the past three years, Ola has emerged as one of the leading companies regarding the taxi market in India. The secret of Ola’s success is its ability to build itself into a ride-hailing company which
caters to the par cular needs of Indian customers, especially, their liking to use cash and threewheeler auto rickshaws for quicker and cheaper transport.
This India-based company is expanding overseas for the first me, to Australia. This will be a major
test of survival of the new breed of technology start-ups in developed countries. With its movement
into a wealthy country like Australia, which has a bigger economy and a promise of higher fares, it is
showing a promise of adjus ng itself to the global needs of the consumer. It is a compelling internaonal opportunity which Ola needs to make the best use of if it wants to survive on the global map.
Ola has been successfully expanding by oﬀering passengers free first rides and giving drivers a large
part of the fare. As a result, drivers have been encouraging riders to use Ola
more than Uber.
Despite the similarity in their products and fares, the long-term strategies
used by Ola and Uber will make a huge diﬀerence in the market. While Ola is
focusing on expanding to more ci es, Uber is trying to go deeper into the
ci es in which it already exists.
In the coming years, all we have to see is how and which one of them wins the market. Fingers
crossed for Ola!
-Jagri Saraf (SC C).
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FACTS ABOUT THE BIGGEST COMPANIES
Here are a few things you probably didn't know about companies you know and love:
1. Half of the stake in Domino's Pizza was once traded for a used car‐Domino's was founded by two brothers,
Tom & James Monaghan, who bought a pizza restaurant called DomiNick's for $500. Early on, James traded 50% of
the ownership of the company to his brother for a used Volkswagen Beetle.
2. The first itera on of Ben & Jerry's was a bagel company‐Ben and Jerry were actually planning on founding a
bagel company. However, the equipment was so expensive they switched tracks, instead inves ng $5 in a correspondence course on ice cream making from Pennsylvania State University.
3. Smirnoﬀ once branded itself as 'white whiskey'-Smirnoﬀ was originally a Russian company that changed hands
with American ones in 1939. At the me, Americans were huge whiskey drinkers and knew li le about vodka. Enter an inspired marke ng idea: Smirnoﬀ branded itself as "white whiskey," one of the advantages of which was
that it had "no taste, no smell."
4. The bite in Apple's logo was added so it wouldn't be confused with a cherry-Ever wonder why the Apple's apple has a bite taken out of it? The original logo included Isaac Newton perching under an apple tree. That was
eventually switched to the one we know today, a simple apple. The bite was added to the silhoue e a er the fact
to dis nguish the fruit from a cherry.

Compiled by Harshita Mitra (SC B)
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